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I played 1 route so far which took me roughly 12 hours to complete. As I can see there are 5 different endings for each
character (6 for 1 of them) so it will be interesting to see what causes them. (Probably the level of affection) I was 2 choices
short of getting the best ending for one of the characters.

I love the MC in this game. She's a strong, skilled swordsman who can hold her own against the male characters who belittle her
throughout the game. From what I have seen, the game takes place in a setting where women aren't taken as seriously and seen
as incapable of working along side men.

Character Spoiler:
What I did find really interesting was that when I started a second playthrough, I was able to see more of Fin's pov's and what he
went through to get where he is. I'm not sure if this depends on choices or because it was a second run. Either way I am glad I
did not see these extra scenes in my first playthrough as it would have ruined the surprise for me. This made me feel much more
for the tragic character and his struggles. It was hard to hate him after learning of what he went through.

Overall I'm pleased and the game's length is very satisfying. The art is beautiful and the voice acting is on point.. Had lots of fun
with it!. The game is pretty nice.
4 hours roughly to do the story, I have guessed the end of the game at 1/3 of the game but that did not changed the experience.
Puzzles can be tricky in the way that you can get stuck and have to restart the level, but they are not that complicated.
Completely worth the price if you like Portal style game. Nice little game, although pretty short. Actually has a decent plot. The
colony management part is so basic, it can only qualify as a casual game. But in the end, still fun to play.. VERY HARD,
AFTER HOURS IS GETTING BORING. If Pac man was a Rogue Like then it would be called ''Instant Dungeon'',
It's good.
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Game Information

League of Mermaids is a Match 3 game with physics that was developed by Alder Games and published by Legacy Games.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There is no difficulty game modes to choose from. All levels have their own difficulty.

There is a timer in the game. The levels can still be completed even if the time has run out completely.

The story campaign mode has three chapters with the total of fifteen levels. There are three bonus chapter with the total of fifteen
levels. But they are not connected to the story campaign.

There is a zen mode. Endless match 3 modes with no timer. There is an ability to level up in this mode but it would require a certain
amount of stars.

The bottomless trench mode is to see how far the player can go before the time on the timer runs out completely.

The special puzzle mode features similar puzzles from the story campaign mode.

There are sixteen different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. Rich Garbers work for Train SImulator is ALL outstanding. This route is no
exception.. This is a 3d HOG. And not true 3d either. You can adjust how you look at a scene 3 ways. I beat this game but honestly
thinking back I didn't really like it. I'm going to give a positive review but I'm warning you it might not be your cup of tea.. the map
is bugged. This is the game I have waited over 40 years for.... Maybe the option just hasn't come up yet, but I would like to chose
what my character says when speaking to an npc. If your character never talks (like other harvest moon games) then I can
understand no choices, but since the character you play often speaks I think being able to pick what you say would add more role-
playing into it.

That's my only problem. Everything else in the game is fun and something I'm willing to work for. Can't wait for the map and
marriage updates (though I can wait because this is the first time I'm forced to focus on my own stuff before getting hitched).. The
puns and the punching. Gotta love it!. I purchased this DLC through Steam but there are no routes. Why?
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